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Answef ang flve questions

1. (a) Describe' the different elements of an
instrument and show them'in a neat
diagram.

@/,:, po1an ideal gas mixture of ,4 and Budth
I constant,densit5r, show that

,, :,,, Das,--DBA

(c) Explain how to find time constant of a
first-order ins!44menfexperimentally. 10

(d/, E4plar4,,- th€ various princjples of
tempgratur-e, measurement with- 
examples.
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2. (o)

(b)

121

Define accuracy, drift, dead zone,and
sensitivit5r 3x4=12

With a neat. diagragr, explain any
method for direct measurement of tiquid
level. 8

Describe the wetted. wall column with
the help of a neat diagram. 10

State Kirchhoffs law of radiation. Prove
tl:at the emissiviry of a body is equal to
its absorptivity ,under thermal

f

(c)

(d)

equilibrium. 2+8=1O

( Continu.ed )

t3. (d)

i ri:lt
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Show that forthe underdamped second-
order system

.:,.. decay ratio = (overshoot)2:

What are the dilferent methods, of
feeding in a multiple-effect evaporator?

Sketch the Bod'e plotlwith the following
transfer function :

s+1
G(s) =.. 

s{s+5)

What are the d.ifferent types of extended
qwfaces in heat tranSfCr?:'Wliat is fin
efficiency?

10

10
(b)

(c)

10

(d)
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- 4. (a) Give the analory am-o-ng heat, mass and

{rglnentum transferffrom the point of
view. of chemical engineering studies. 10

e i. (b) What do you mean by stabiiity of a
process? How do we' assess the
stability? Qive the differences between
root locus method and frequencY
response method. 2+3+5:10

(c) What is leaching? State the most
important applications of leaching. Why
is leaching of sulphur ore more
complex? 3+3+4=10

(d-) Draw the block diagram of a PID or
three-term controller and write down
the response equatioh of this controller.

6+4=10

5. (a/ Whaf-types'of measuriment functions
are performed by a Bourdon tube? Write
in brief its working principle and
advantages. 5+5= 10

(b) Draw the flow path arrangement and
temperature profile for-
(L) 1-2 heat exchanger;

(it) 2-4 heat exchanger.

Wtrat do you mean by fouling? 4+{+2=16
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tc) Write;,'tfre,,significance of the following

l-' dimenlianibss grou1ls used in q

conn€ctive heat transfer : 2+2+2:6

.',, 0 Prand.tlnumber
(i4 NusSelt number

fiiil Grashof number

(d.) Define capacity and economy of an

evaporator ' 2+2:4

(e) What is the method of finding out th1

. minimum reflex ratio in distillation?

What is oPtimum reflux ratio? 10

6" Answer briefly (to the point) the following 
,qrr**Uorr", 

- 4x1O=4O

ta) What:is vibw factor in radiation studies?

(b) How"does a Pirani gauge (

(c) What:-is cascade control' system?

(d.) Wtrat do You *:* bY fractional

crystal[isation?

(e) How does a cooting tower *:t Ti:i
water coming from various streams rn

an industrY?

$) Show the enttralpy-temperature

diagram for a Prrre substance'

(g) What is Seebech effect?

f
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(h)

(t)

{5}

What is the difference between a total
condenser and a partial condenser?

What is tlre numerical (percentage) ' F
value of time ponstant if we know the
total change?

0 What are the different types of plate
efficiency?

7" Write short notes on any ftue of the
following : Bx5:4O

(a) Industriatr furnaces

(b) Application of gas ctrromatography I
. (c) Differences between servo and regulator ,

control

(d.) Ftash distillation

(e) Shell and tube heat exchangers

A Knudsen d.iffusion

(g) Breakpoini 
"rr*. in adsorption process

(h) Area flowmeter
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